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This trip is NOT for everyone! Sorry but the hiking aspect may exclude those not use to 

climbing around the rocks. It takes about an hour (not taking pictures) to get to the top 

and another hour to make it to the cliffs. Thus you can expect this to occupy most of the 

day. I’ll guarantee some nice shots… shots you will not get at just any venue. 

 

Given the daylight factor I want to be at the cliffs by 1:00PM, thus we’ll start from the 

bottom at 10:00 AM sharp. That means I will be starting the trail at 10:00AM with the 

folks there at that time. Others arriving late can catch up or do the trail separately.  

Again, if you feel you are not able to hike this distance I would suggest sitting this one 

out. This is NOT a flat, level trail. Dragging a digital, with optional tripod may be a bit 

extreme, but how else you going to get those shots?     

Directions on the following page. 

Cliffs. Final shoot. 

Yes this involves a good walk 

from the top of the falls.  

Dirt road to cliffs  

Falls.  

There are a few spots on the 

way up, or down if you prefer, 

where you can nab some nice 

waterfall shots.   

Parking.  

Meet up here at the designated 

time. We’ll hike from here. 

Bail Trail.  

Short cut back, if you are not 

walking onto the cliffs. It is easy 

to follow straight down the 

mountain. 
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If you have a vehicle I’ll assume you have a GPS, thus no one should get lost. Program 

the destination in and it will tell you the expected time of arrival. This is precisely why I 

start when I say I am going to start. I respect everyone’s time. Be punctual. 

Get off the turnpike at Mahoning 

Valley.  

Don’t miss this or you’ll be 

exiting at Hickory run. 

Hop on the turnpike in Atown or 

Quakertown. 

Don’t miss this LEFT off of Main 

street. It is clearly marked as the 

Lehigh Gorge State Park. 

Stop here. You are cutting 

across traffic. Most folks miss 

this turn. You are actually going 

straight, 903 takes a hard right. 

You do not want to follow 903.  

Cross over the bridge. You’re 

almost there. Grandma’s 

house is just around the 

corner. 

Hard right, downtown Jim 

Thorpe – deal with it. 

We’ll hook up in the parking lot. 

Just look for the folks carrying 

cameras. 

Be there BEFORE 10:00AM. I will 

starting the hike at 10:00 AM 

sharp!   
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Stop here. You are cutting 

across traffic…  

then proceed down the hill, be 

aware of the sharp right at the 

bottom.  

Left off of Main. Don’t miss this. 

This is a gravel road to the 

Lehigh valley gorge parking lot.  

Not sure how many cars will be 

there so park in either one of the 

lots and head towards meet up 

area described below. 

We’ll try for this parking lot.  

If this is full just drive around to 

the overflow parking and meet 

us here. 


